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1. Design and Implementation of J2EE Design Patterns in multi-tier Enterprise Applications (J2EE)

2. An Active Web-based Distributed Database System for E-Commerce (J2EE/ASP.NET)

3. Content Distribution Networks (J2EE)

4. Self-Organized Public-Key Management for Secure Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (JAVA)

5. Efficient and Flexible Digital Money Payment in Internet based Online Transactions (J2EE)

6. Sustaining the availability of commercial Web Services against Distributed Denial of Service attacks (J2EE/ASP.NET)

7. Distributed Resource Searching and Sharing on Peer-to-Peer Networks (JAVA)

8. Network Monitoring and Management using SNMP Protocol (JAVA)

9. Open Grid Services Architecture for Healthcare (J2EE)

10. Peer to Peer File Distribution management system using JXTA (JAVA)

11. Integration of Watermarking and Cryptography Techniques for Electronic Management of Copyright in Open-Networks (J2EE)


13. Distributed Heterogeneous Database Driver based on Corba (JAVA)

14. Expert Knowledge assessment system based on automata (J2EE/ASP.NET)

15. Querying Multimedia Database using Fuzzy Logic (JAVA)
16. Advanced Data Preprocessing for Web Usage Mining (JAVA)

17. Session based Peak load management system for commercial web server (J2EE/ASP.NET)

18. SNMP based Network Management Tool for Fault Isolation, Detection and Recovery (JAVA)

19. Web based Remote database Administration (J2EE/ASP.NET)

20. Image Pattern Search in a Distributed Database (JAVA)


22. Distributed Network services using jini (JAVA)

23. Distributed Message integrity protocol (JAVA)

24. Efficient video streaming based on cache Servers (JAVA)

25. Stegnography based on JPEG 2000 images (JAVA)

26. Integrated data migration (JAVA)

27. Improving availability and performance with application specific data replication (J2EE)

28. Secure E-Voting (J2EE/ASP.NET)

29. Reputation based Trust establishment in peer-to-peer electronic systems (JAVA)

30. Dynamic and Temporal role based access control for enterprise system (J2EE/ASP.NET)

31. Robust and Secure Secret Distribution system (JAVA)

32. Extended database security design and implementation (JAVA)

33. Active searching and browsing of compressed video database (JAVA)

34. Peer-to-peer based multimedia distribution service using JXTA (JAVA)

35. Optimal and proxy assisted technique for efficient streaming media (JAVA)

36. A Data Mining Algorithm for Generalized Web Prefetching (J2EE/ASP.NET)
37. An expiration age based document replacement scheme for web catching (J2EE/ASP.NET)

38. Efficient Dissemination of Personalized Information Using Content-Based Multicast (JAVA)

39. Database replication based on total order broadcasting (JAVA)

40. Efficient indexing, querying and retrieval of news video system (J2EE)

41. Design and Implementation of a User-Centered Content Distribution Network (J2EE)

42. Building a Large and Efficient Hybrid Peer-to-Peer Internet Caching System (J2EE)

43. Efficient News Video Querying and Browsing Based on Distributed News Video (J2EE)

44. Electronic Job Allocation System (ASP.NET)

45. Distributed Trust Management for Banking System (ASP.NET)

46. Project Status Reporting and Auditing System (J2EE/ASP.NET)

47. On line system assembling and Maintenance System (ASP.NET)

48. Learning Management System (J2EE/ASP.NET)

49. Supply Chain Management (ASP.NET)

50. Electronic Customer Relationship Management (J2EE/ASP.NET)

51. User Centric Transactions on web Database (J2EE/ASP.NET)

52. Integrated on line Booking (ASP.NET)

53. Intranet based Motor Vehicle Insurance (ASP.NET)

54. E-Police Crime Investigation System (ASP.NET)

55. Web Based Application for Blood Donation Process (ASP.NET)

56. Web Based Stock and Sales Management System for Fire Equipment Service Providers (ASP.NET)
57. Java RMI based Database Driver (JAVA)

58. Intrusion Detection on Database Server (JAVA)

59. Workload-Aware Load Balancing for Clustered Web Servers (J2EE)

60. Unification of Transactions and Replication in Three-Tier Architectures Based on CORBA (JAVA)

61. Building a Multiple-Criteria Negotiation Support System (J2EE / ASP.NET)

62. Resource Allocation for Session-Based Two-Dimensional Service Differentiation on e-Commerce Servers (J2EE / ASP.NET)

63. Relying on Safe Distance to Achieve Strong Partitionable Group Membership in Ad Hoc (JAVA)

64. Applying Concept Analysis to User-Session-Based Testing of Web Applications (ASP.NET)

65. Service-mining Based on the Knowledge and Customer Databases (J2EE / ASP.NET)

66. Anti Money Laundering System – Detection and Solution (J2EE / ASP.NET)

67. Sales force automation system (J2EE / ASP.NET)

68. Stock monitoring using mobile (J2M2)

69. College Office Management System (ASP.NET)

70. Railway Reservation System (ASP.NET)

71. Hotel Reservation System (ASP.NET)

72. Airline Reservation System (ASP.NET)

73. Online Laptop Showroom (ASP.NET)

74. Kids World (ASP.NET)

75. Online Textile Showroom (ASP.NET)

76. Online Mobile Showroom (ASP.NET)

77. Online Jewellery Showroom (ASP.NET)
78. Online Quiz (ASP.NET)

79. Online Tele Service (ASP.NET)

80. Multi Language Editor (Java)

81. ATM Card Management System (J2EE/.NET)

82. B2B Integration using Web Services (J2EE)

83. Bioinformatics Learning System (J2EE)

84. Database Intrusion Detection System (Java)

85. Extranet (J2EE)

86. Rapid Database Development Tool (Java)

87. Hotel Reservation System (ASP.NET)

88. Airline Reservation System (ASP.NET)

89. Online Laptop Showroom (ASP.NET)

90. Kids World (ASP.NET)

91. Online Textile Showroom (ASP.NET)

92. Online Mobile Showroom (ASP.NET)

93. Online Jewellery Showroom (ASP.NET)

94. Online Quiz (ASP.NET)

95. Online Tele Service (ASP.NET)

96. Role based Access Control System (Java)

97. Stegnography on Compressed Images (Java)

98. Efficient Block matching algorithm for Video Encoding (Java)

99. Proxy Web Server Design and Implementation (Java)

100. Secure Database Access (Java)
101. Secure Chatting Services (Java)

102. Intrusion Detection on Database Server (Java)

103. Texture Classification Using Refined Histogram (Java)

104. Fast Recovery from Dual-Link or Single-Node Failures in IP Networks Using Tunneling (Java)

105. An Advanced Hybrid Peer-to-Peer Botnet (Java)

106. IRM: Integrated File Replication and Consistency Maintenance in P2P Systems (Java)

107. Deriving Concept-Based User Profiles from Search Engine Logs (Java/J2EE)

108. Record Matching over Query Results from Multiple Web Databases (J2EE/.NET)

109. A secure healthcare system using trust based multicast system (Java)

110. Encryption for Peer-to-Peer Social Networks (Java)

111. Efficient Range Query Processing in Peer-to-Peer Systems (Java)

112. Efficient Node Admission and Certificateless Secure Communication in Short-Lived MANETs (Java)

113. Distributed Throughput Maximization on P2P VOD Applications (Java)

114. Investigating the Scheduling Sensitivity of P2P Video Streaming: An Experimental Study (Java)

115. Peer Assisted Video Streaming With Supply-Demand-Based Cache Optimization (Java)

116. Dynamic Search Algorithm in Unstructured Peer-to-Peer Networks (Java)

117. Collusive Piracy Prevention in P2P Content Delivery Networks (Java)

118. Efficient Skyline Computation in Structured Peer-to-Peer Systems (Java)

119. Web User-Session Inference by Means of Clustering Techniques (J2EE/.NET)

120. Exact Knowledge Hiding through Database Extension (Java)

121. The Server Reassignment Problem for Load Balancing in Structured P2P Systems (Java)
122. Maintaining Strong Cache Consistency for the Domain Name System [Java]

123. Versatile Transcoding Proxy for Internet Content Adaptation [Java]

124. COPACC: An Architecture of Cooperative Proxy-Client Caching System for On-Demand Media Streaming [Java]

125. Multi-quality Data Replication in Multimedia Databases [Java]

126. Minimizing File Download Time in Stochastic Peer-to-Peer Networks (Java)

127. Integrating Data Warehouses with Web Data [J2EE / .NET]

128. A Web Usage Mining Framework for Mining Evolving User Profiles in Dynamic Web Sites [Java/J2EE]

129. Watermarking Relational Databases Using Optimization-Based Techniques [Java]

130. Mining E-Commerce Data to Analyze the Target Customer Behavior [J2EE / .NET]

131. Protection of Database Security via Collaborative Inference Detection [Java / J2EE]

132. Service-mining Based on the Knowledge and Customer Databases [J2EE / .NET]